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Abstract
This paper addresses verification issues in
combining knowledge bases or theories from
different sources. Tile knowledge may be acquired
using direct knowledge acquisition or inductive
learning methods. Keeping the consistency of
knowledge becomes all important issue when
integrating two or more knowledge bases. Several
independently consistent knowledge bases may give
an inconsistent system when they are combined.
The inconsistencies which could be syntactical or
semantic are described in this paper and some
suggestions to handle them are given. This process
can be used to refine knowledge bases, in terms of
validity and completeness, and to obtain a larger
integrated system.

1. Introduction
Expert systems have been widely used in various
areas. They have become the most successful area
of Artificial Intelligence. Real systems with large
knowledge basest are not uucommon, so
correctness is important. The careless design and
implementation of knowledge acquired using
various techniques can give problems ranging from
minor to major [1]. Because of this, verification
and validation of knowledge bases has become an
active research area

Many verification techniques have been developed
to reveal anomalies but are only suitable for
verifying small to medium knowledge bases,
systems with several hundreds rules2. For larger
knowledge bases, these techniques do not give a
good performance because their thne complexity is
exponential especially when checking global
consistency [2, 3]. As an exmnple, COVER [3]
needs 45 minutes to check of a knowledge base
with 150 rules and 3.5 hours for 550 rules. One
alternative is to use distributed verification [4] but
the complexity appears to remaiu exponential.

This paper deals with the verification problem of
combining knowledge bases where several
knowledge bases which have been verified will not
always give a consistent system when integrated.
Conflicting views about some concepts may occur
because the expertise may differ, or more
commonly the knowledge bases are far from
complete; the knowledge bases may perform well
but may use concepts differently.

2. Related Research in Integrating
Knowledge Bases
The integration process is not widely studied.
Most knowledge bases are built individually rather
than resulting from integration. They are based on
either direct knowledge acquisition, inductive
algorithms or case based reasoning; and perhaps
using more.thml one expert. A few approaches to
integration have been studied.

Brazdil and Torgo [5] conducted an experiment to
develop an integrated knowledge base. They divided
a set of cases into several subsets and the applied
file inductive algorithms, ID3 and AQ11 to generate
several individual theories. The theories were tested
to measure the "quality" of each rule (i.e. the
number of test cases successfully classified). Based
on this quality, an integrated theory was developed
that consists of the best rules from the sub
knowledge bases. It is clear that this approach is
only applicable if tile knowledge bases to integrate
have the s,’une set of attributes and suitable test
cases are available.

Ngwenyama and Bryson in [6] have a similar
approach to Brazdil and Torgo. Despite using
knowledge bases from cases, their knowledge which
came from different experts still has to have the
same attributes. Their propositional systems are
written in tabular form.

1 Knowledge base and dleory in this paper have die same
meaning

2The knowledge bases dealt with in this paper are rule
based.

Another paper concerning integrated knowledge
bases is by Eggen et al [7]. A project called
ACKnowledge which is developing a knowledge
engineering workbench includes an integration
method. The method is based on Mun’ay’s model
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[8] where one knowledge base is added rule by rule
to another knowledge base so that a rule is only
added if it does not conflict with the knowledge
base being added to. If it is not tile case, tile user is
asked to resolve the conflict. The problem in this
method is how to choose tile main knowledge base
and how to order the rules. Ill a real situation, if
we want to join two knowledge base it is very
difficult to measure which one is more important.
The method will work regardless, but the effort
required to verily the system will depend on tile
choce of main knowledge base and tile order in
which rules are added.

Unlike the aforementioned proposals, Baral, Kraus,
Minker, and Subrahmanian in [9, 10] combined
theories in first order predicate calculus. This
approach is tileoretical and has some differences in
how inconsistency problems are viewed from file
knowledge based system view point.

Blackboard approaches [11] also can be viewed in
terms of knowledge base integration. Instead of
trying to develop one integrated system, systems
work together to solve the problem. They work by
changing common data using the blackboard.

Van Someren et al [12] suggest integrating
paradigms of knowledge acquisition. In their paper,
paradigms to develop knowledge bases are
mentioned and analysed. Based on the result, they
argue that an integrated system can be developed
mid will be better than those developed using one of
the paradigms.

3. Verification of Knowledge Bases

Verification of knowledge bases deal with the
process of evaluating the internal consistency of the
knowledge. Verification normally assumes that
terms used in the system represent mutually
exclusive concepts which have no other relation
with other concepts except tile explicit relations
represented by rules. It is only concerned with
syntactical consistency. It means that any term /
symbol used to represent particular concept differs
from any other term / symbol. In combining
knowledge bases the issue of semantic consistency
arises, i.e. the relationship among concepts other
than those which are represented as rules.

3.1. Syntactical Consistency

Many references about anomalies in knowledge
base [4, 13-17] identify different types of problem,
but these can be reduced to four classes -
redundancy, circularity, contradiction, and
deficiency.

a. A rule is redundant if it can be derived using
inference procedures from some other rules.

b. Circularity is defined as the problem of the
existence of a chain of dependency of rules that cau
lead to an infinite loop.
c. Contradiction occurs when an illegal situation, a
conflicting conclusion happens because of the
firing of some rules. An example of conflicting
conclusions is two complementary conclusions
from one set of permissible input.

d. Deficiency means that the knowledge base gives
no meaningful conclusion, and does not reach final
hypothesis for a permissible input.

3.2. Semantic Consistency

The semantic view of knowledge base focusses on
relationships which are probably not covered by
rules. Some obvious relationships are :

a. Synonym

Two different terms are synonyms if they have tile
same meaning. For instance, student and scholar.
Even here there may be a more complex
relationship if scholar in one knowledge base refers
to both post graduates and undergraduates while in

¯ tile other student refers to undergraduates.

b. Antonym

Two different terms are antonyms of each other if
they refer to conflicting concepts. For instance,
from the Garvan ES-1 expert system [18],
TSH_HIGH is an antonym of TSH_LOW. Raffler
than two boolean variables these concepts would be
better represented by ordinal values for a single
variable, TSH.
c. Positive Constraint

Two terms or more are in a positive constraint if
they always both apply. For instance if A and B
are in positive constraint, it means that every time
A happens so does B.

d. Negative Constraint
A negative constraing is where a set of term can
not happen together. If some of them happen then
the rest have to be false. For instance the
relationship between MALE and PREGNANT. If
MALE is true then PREGNANT has to be false,
and vice versa.

Semantic ’constraints representing semantic
consistency could be declared in the knowledge base
using rules or meta rules. The implicit assumption
taken in designing the knowledge base is that tile
system is closed: constraints exist only if explicitly
defined. The introduction of semantic consistency
affects verification and the size of tile verification
prooblem space, e.g. synonymous and
antonymous terms relate to redundancy and
circularity.
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4. Proposal for Verification in the
Integration Process

The process of verification in integrating
knowledge bases can be divided into a uumber of
steps, such as
1. selecting parts of knowledge to merge,

2. integrating these parts,
3. checking for anomalies in the result and then
4. merging the remaining knowledge with the
result of step 3.

In this paper, we assume a knowledge base is a set
of rules in Horn clause form with facts/findings as
conditions and hypotheses as conclusions. Some
conclusions are final hypotheses if they never
appear as conditions in a rule. It is clear that a
knowledge base can be represented as a set of rules
which map facts into final hypotheses, e.g.
Hi ~ (fi), Hi is a final hypothesis, and (fj) is 

of facts which conclude Hi. Colomb has shown
that all propositional expert systems can be reduced
to table form [19].

4.1. Selecting part of the knowledge to
merge
There are a number of strategies which could be use
to select which knowledge to merge.

a. 1Ex.haustive Integration
All of knowledge is put together and considered in
the verification process. In this strategy we assume
that all part of the systems are affected by the
integration process so that we have to check a
whole integrated system. This simple strategy will
take a long time because we have to check all of
knowledge.

b. Feed-forward Integration

In this strategy one knowledge base is chosen as
die background knowledge while rules from other
knowledge bases are added one by one as input to
tile main knowledge. Although the consistency of
the main knowledge base can be kept through the
feed-forward integration process by checking the
effect of the incoming rule on all parts of the main
knowledge, the difficulty of die process will depend
on the the choice of the main knowledge base and
the order in which rules are added. These choices
are not clear cut.

c. Common-term Integration
The minimisation of the knowledge to be
considered in integrating and checking its internal

consistency is the motivation behind this strategy.
The integration process is focussed on those p,’u’ts
of the knowledge that may interact.

Common term integration, the method we propose
in this paper, tries to minimise die integration
task. In this regard it should be more consistent
than feed forward or rule at a time integration where
task minimisation depends on difficult choices of
knowledge base mid rule ordering. Co~mnon term
integration minimises the task because it only
considers the relevant parts of the knowledge bases.
Only in the worst case does the common tenn
integration’ method need to consider the whole
knowledge base. This methods also ensures
completeness because all of the relevant knowledge
is checked together. The verification process will
consider all the relations among the common terms
at the same time.

There are two ways to find the common terms:
syntactical and semantic. In the syntactical
approach a term X is selected as a common term if
the two knowledge bases contain X as either fact or
final hypothesis. Here, the same term from any
knowledge base is assumed to represent the s,’une
concept. On the other hand, in the semantic
approach use of the same terms does not guarantee
that they refer to the same concepts. Two different
terms could represent tile same concept or one term
from different knowledge bases could point to
different concepts. In this case, an oracle or user is
needed to give information about the relation.

Using die common terms identified, we can find the
intersecting knowledge which can be grouped into
tlu’ee classes:
a. Intersection between fact sets which ideutify the
same concept,
b. Intersection between final hypotheses which
identify die same concept,
c. Intersection between facts and final hypotheses
where the conclusion derived from one knowledge
base is input for the other.

4.2. Integrating the selected knowledge
parts

The intersections in the knowledge are collected for
integration. They are described in terms of
relationship between final hypotheses and facts
where each final hypothesis has a set of supporting
facts. In addition to these relations, some semantic
relations may also apply. All of the selected part
are then combined using these relations to create
further relationships between facts and hypotheses
where appropriate. The tenns with the s,’une name
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but have different meanings should be renamed,
while those with different names but have file same
meaning obviously need to be treated as tile same.

4.3. Checking for anomalies in the
result

Having identified tile intersection of the knowledge
bases and drawn relations between them the next
step is to check the consistency of this knowledge
when combined. The main differences between
checking anomalies in single knowledge bases and
integrated systems is the semantic aspects. It is
not sufficient to consider only syntactic aspects
unless we are sure that the terms used ,are consistent
in that each term is used uniquely to represent
different concept.

Besides checking for anomalies, it is desirable to
search for hidden relations in the integrated
knowledge since an oracle is unlikely to know
about both knowledge bases. Checking for
anomalies we include refining tile knowledge base
using these relations.

a. Deficiency

The problem of deficiency is unlikely to occur in
an integrated knowledge base if it is built from
deficient-free knowledge bases. Assmning that tile
necessary relations have been found tile integrated
system will have no deficiency unless some
careless changes are made when refining the
system. To avoid this situation, any change made
should not reduce tile domain coverage of the
system.

b. Redundancy
Two redundancy-free knowledge bases may give
some redundant rules if they are combined. In a
single knowledge base, redundancy detection can be
performed only for rules with tile s,’une hypotheses
but for an integrated knowledge base we also have
to consider rules with different hypotheses because
even though they are apparently different there may
be a semantic link between them.

Some situations which would be classified as
inconsistency in a single knowledge base
verification are actually redundancy problems in an
integrated system. As an example consider two
rules X (--- (al, 2 ..... ak) and Y~ (at, a ........ at ,).

If (al,a2 ..... ak) = (at,a,, ..... at,), then in single
system these rules can be classified as conflicting
because X is not file stone as Y, but if they are
from two knowledge bases there would be
redundancy if there was a synonym relation between
the hypotheses or inconsistency if there are

antonym reiation. Redundancy would also be the
correct analysis if there was a subsumption relation
between the hypotheses. The oracle would have to
be involved in resolving such problems.

c. Conflict

Like redundancy problems, checking conflicting
rules involves semantic relations. Because of this,
some rules can contain this anomaly if riley depend
on conflicting facts which break some constraints.
Joining two inference paths from different
knowledge bases reflecting different views may give
such conflicts.

For a set of rules conflicts can be classified in thrcc
ways. Firstly, a set of rules with the s,’une final
hypotheses conflict if some facts for the hypotheses
conflict. Secondly, a set of rules with conflicting
hypotheses conflict if the fact set of any rule is
subset of those of other rules in that set. Thirdly,
contradiction may occur when sets of rules have tile
same fact set but with different hypotheses. As
mentioned before, these hypotheses may represent
the same concept. If it is the case then no conflict
exists but redundancy.

d. Circularity
For each common term each fact in tile fact sel is
tested by substituting it with the fact set from
which tile fact to be replaced can be concluded. If
the result contains terms which includes its header
then a circular path is detected. As an example,
A~-.(B,C,D) and B(---(A,D,X),will give a
combined rule A <--- (A, D, X, C). This can happen
if some facts from one knowledge base become
final hypotheses for the other knowledge base, and
vice versa.

4.4. Merging the remaining knowledge
with the integrated part

The last step is merging the integrated knowledge
with all of tile non-selected knowledge. To avoid
conflicts which may occur because of terms used as
intermediate hypotheses, names have to be kept
unique. This can be performed simply by including
in the name some identification of tile knowledge
base it come. For instance, an intermediate
hypothesis A from the knowledge base 1 may be
renamed into A1.

5. Discussion
In this paper some aspects of verification in
integrating knowledge are addressed. The veri-
fication process has to be extended if we are dealing
with an integrated knowledge base which is
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produced from several smaller knowledge bases
which are independently consistent. The syntactic
and semantic anomalies are the result of different
views of the domain taken by the knowledge
engineer (and expert) when designing the system.
As reported by Shaw [20] different experts may not
agree with each other as they may use different
terminology for the same concept or the same
terminology for different concepts,. Even one
single expert may create this problem when dealing
with the same concepts at different times. Because
of this problem, the verification of integrated
knowledge bases can not be fully automatic.
Semantic relationships among terms used must be
found to enable anomalies in the system to be
discovered.

These relations can be obtained manually or
possibly semi-automatically. In a fully manual
method file oracle or user will be asked to supply
these relations in terms rules or meta rules. The
verification process will use this information to
check the consistency. On the other hand, in
computer-aided mode the identification of these
relations could be guided by an inductive logic
program which will try to find the relations and ask
the user to verify the relation it suggests. By this
interaction, anomalies can be removed and some
hidden concepts can be uncovered [21, 22].
Inductive logic programming would appear to be
feasible for this task particularly if the type of
relations to be discovered are all fully identified as
background knowledge. However, at this stage the
utility of ILP for this task is an hypothesis.

In addition to joining knowledge bases, the
integration process can also be used for verifying a
large knowledge base. The system is divided into
partitions using some clustering method so that
related rules are grouped. The partitions created are
considered as knowledge bases, verified
independently and then the integration process
applied. A good partition algorithm will then
minimise the knowledge parts to be considered in
integration because each partition will be relatively
independent. This is a divide-and-conquer approach
where a problem is divided into sub problems
which are easier to handle. The partitions will be
easier to verify than the whole knowledge base
because of their size. This conjecture remains to be
proven.

Although it looks promising, the idea of
integration should be tested using some actual
knowledge bases. The next step in our research is
to implement and test this idea against real
knowledge bases. A crucial issue will be the use of
Inductive logic progranuning techniques to e~flmnce
the process of uncovering relations among

concepts. Another consideration to take into
account is defining some characteristics of systems
to integrate.
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